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PROPOSED DESIGN GUIDELINES
HOW AN IDEA OF “TWEAKING” TURNED INTO A MAJOR REMODEL
DISCLAIMER: The Woodpecker always tries to present the facts and offer a different perspective 
than what is commonly available. We realize this article presents you with way too much “big picture” 
information; however, it is our intent to alert our entire reader base that these proposed Design 
Guidelines will impact the aesthetics and character of Del Mar for the long run.

IT HAS STARTED – A TRUE CASE STUDY
The proposed Design Guidelines are already being used. Despite concerns of the Planning 
Commission and despite lack of City Council approval, the “guidelines” are being infused into the 
Design Review Board’s (DRB) current practices.
This is how she rolls…..real time….real case of how the DRB believes residents entertaining on an 
outside deck is not a good idea...

• Application #16-045, a 37 year old home on the east side of Crest Road.
• The owner would like to shrink the bulk and mass by lowering the roof line to create a more 

elegant design (9/27/17 DRB Meeting; timeline 1:35:40). Several nearby neighbors agree bulk 
and mass will be reduced and that the new home will fit in the neighborhood better.

• The owner is giving up some interior space and adding a 300 sq. ft. outside deck designed into 
an existing roof line (not roof top) with the footprint and envelope of the home not changing.

• The remodel meets all of the current design ordinances.
• The three neighbors that could possibly have privacy concerns APPROVE of the project with NO 

privacy concerns (2 of the 3 neighbors are past DRB members with 1 being an architect).
• All neighbors impacted by any sightlines with the proposed new deck have NO issues with the 

deck.
• No nearby neighbors object to the project.
• The one letter of objection is from a current DRB member, Beth Levine, who recuses herself 

because of residence proximity. DRB member Levine lives one block away and across the street 
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from the house with no line of sight, but proposes reducing the deck to 100 sq. ft. making the 
deck “less conducive to large numbers of people congregating there.”

So what happens when the DRB reviews this project?
The focus was on the proposed deck. All DRB members (except Scott MacDonald) ignore the fact 
that impacted neighbors have no concerns with the deck or the project. The only thing cited in the 
hearing is fellow DRB member Beth Levine’s letter. In response to the applicant offering to reduce the 
deck to 200 sq. ft., DRB member Michalsky says he wants “zero” deck (2:04:25) and he is supported 
by DRB Chair Haviland. The outcome – on a 3-2 vote the deck portion of the project was denied with 
the DRB Chair Haviland stating that that he will enforce a ruling on the DRB’s interpretation of the 
ordinances and deciding the:

• Deck design is not harmonious with or is functionally incompatible with the surrounding 
neighborhood.

• Deck will create an unreasonable invasion of neighboring properties.
There are no findings of fact as required by the DRO. At the hearing, the only facts were the Levine 
letter and all the input from neighboring properties that unanimously stated there were NO privacy 
concerns. All that neighborhood input was flat out ignored and disregarded by DRB members 
Haviland, Michalsky and Yuskiewicz. How can a DRB member find “unreasonable invasion of privacy 
of neighboring properties” when all the neighbors say they have no privacy concerns. The sad answer 
– the DRB relied on their own opinions, buttressed by the sole objection of fellow DRB member Levine 
(whose vote was recused), to deny a deck because it may be used for outdoor entertaining.
This case is a textbook example of a resident with a reasonable design that is considered by 
neighbors to be an improvement and not posing any privacy issues, not violating any ordinance, 
coming up against an unpredictable Design Review Board with DRB members using personal 
evaluations instead of “actual true” term definitions and actual findings of fact based on information 
presented at the hearing. This general common occurrence is why residents have publicly stated the 
process is “brutal”, “guerilla warfare”, “rudderless”, “nightmare”, “horrible” (11/3/15 Ad Hoc Meeting).
Proposed Design Guidelines
We last wrote about the proposed Design Guidelines in September. Powered by the Ad Hoc 
Development Review Process Citizens’ Advisory Committee, the Design Guidelines train is moving 
forward and the City Council will be considering adopting these “guidelines” on November 6th. The 
Ad Hoc Committee and 2 members of the City Council are promoting these as “only guidelines”. 
Sounds ok but wait!

• The City has publicly stated that if an applicant fails to meet a guideline, the applicant has the 
burden of convincing the DRB why the guideline should not apply.

• That translates to more burden on the applicant as well as more interpretation by DRB of 
whether a given guideline applies or not.

• More interpretation by the DRB = more subjectivity.
• More subjectivity = more uncertainty.

Everyone agrees that the DRB process is not working and that a key problem is residents want 
less subjectivity and more certainty in the process. The Ad Hoc’s answer to the current subjectivity 
and uncertainly problem is the Design Guidelines. The question is whether 144 pages of new 
“interpretative” Design Guidelines for residential, multi family, commercial and a hand book will in 
fact be the answer, or is it simply an overreach with more pit falls. Feedback from the 2 Planning 
Commission members, a DRB member, DRB Ex Officio member as well as 4 architectural firms 
that have designed the overwhelming number of new homes in Del Mar for decades suggest the 
Design Guidelines are not the answer and will actually make matters worse. Below are some excerpts 
from the Planning Commission and Design Review Board meetings, a letter submitted to the Ad Hoc 
by a DRB member, and an architects letter submitted to the City Council:
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Planning Commission Meeting – September 12, 2017
(time stamp noted)

Don Countryman, Planning Commissioner and Architect
55:39

“I think what this document (Design Guidelines) does not deal with or address in any way, 
shape or form is the issue of equity. There is no discussion of equity here in terms of the 
balancing of rights and privileges between the parties and among neighbors. For this 
community to work in a reasonable fashion there must be a consideration of equity.”

Nate McCay, Planning Commissioner
43:43

“These Guidelines are, therefore, the result of the desire to make this process more objective. 
I don’t think these Guidelines will make the process more objective.”

46:54
“Restrictions on the size of a balcony is an arbitrary thing that makes no sense if the balcony 
has little effect on a legitimate objection.”

47:08
“Why would the Guidelines encourage people to make homes that are less enjoyable for 
living?”

50:33
“It is my belief that the design review process causes more angst, more anger and more 
unhappiness than anything else in this town and this anger and unhappiness is enduring - it 
does not go away. Neighbors can stop talking to each other for 30 years.”

51:02
“If we want to address the problems of subjectivity, we need to address the process because 
that is where the problems are coming from.”

Design Review Board Meeting – July 26, 2017
(time stamp noted)

Scott MacDonald, DRB Member
52:13

“Getting new investment in the community is a good thing and getting people to invest in 
new homes and redevelop houses is generally a good thing. I know they are guidelines but 
they will be used to disapprove stuff. I hope it (the Design Guidelines) doesn’t inhibit people 
from investing in the community and developing new homes. I would ask the (Ad Hoc) 
Committee, if you haven’t, to reach out to architects and people who represent applicants 
and get their views and see how they can work with this or if they have any particular issues.”

53:10
“Del Mar has an eclectic nature and architecturally it is very eclectic. I worry that when we 
put all these guidelines together we force conformity or a standardization that we really don’t 
intend.”
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Design Review Board Meeting – July 26, 2017 - cont...
(time stamp noted)

Scott MacDonald, DRB Member
54:08

“Let’s not discourage the innovation by having all of these conformities….”

54:34
“Variation gives a lot of flavor and I am just worried that we are going to be so standardized 
we are going to lose that flavor when you put all of this together.””“It is my belief that the 
design review process causes more angst, more anger and more unhappiness than 
anything else in this town and this anger and unhappiness is enduring - it does not go away. 
Neighbors can stop talking to each other for 30 years.”

Jianshan Liang, DRB Ex Officio Member
1:10:04

“I do concur with lots of comments from Scott (MacDonald). It (Design Guidelines) might be 
overwritten. It could hinder the creativity of design and the involvement of the architectural 
character.”

Excerpts from Written Comments
Scott MacDonald, DRB Member
Written comments submitted to Ad Hoc Committee on July 30, 2017 regarding Design 
Guidelines:

“I am concerned, for example, that the DRB process is expensive and daunting for 
many applicants, and adding so many pages of guidelines could discourage some from 
undertaking new investment in our community. I believe replacing outdated and sometimes 
obsolete homes with new modern homes is generally beneficial to the community by 
renewing neighborhoods, adding to the community tax base, and increasing nearby home 
values.”

Letter Submitted by 4 Architectural Firms to City Council  
on October 30, 2017 

“As architects, we respect the DRO and we strive to design homes that meet the purpose of 
the DRO – “… fostering and encouraging good design…” We feel these Guidelines will not 
foster and encourage good design. Rather, the Guidelines will likely result in poorer design 
which is not only contrary to the goal of the DRO but will also detract from the character of 
Del Mar. In our opinion, these Design Guidelines overly regulate the design process and 
in effect limit the ability of an architect to create well designed homes. Examples of these 
unnecessary restrictions include guidelines limiting placement of a house on the lot, limiting 
outdoor decks, porches and trellises, limitation of architectural elements, reduced interior 
ceiling plate heights, and restrictions on landscaping.”

“It is universally agreed that there are problems with the current DRO and design review 
process - most notably the subjectivity, inconsistency and lack of certainty. 
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The guidelines attempt to standardize design by limiting design elements. The homes shown 
below express architectural elements that create a style of home which would violate the proposed 
guidelines - circular driveways, overhangs, front porches or balconies exceeding limits, roof lines, roof 
decks, and basements (guidelines provide four avenues allowing the DRB to deny basements; earth 
removal, no retaining wall higher than 4’, only allowing 1-2 stories and no interference with root system 
of trees on your property or trees on your neighbors’ property). 

Letter Submitted by 4 Architectural Firms to City Council  
on October 30, 2017 - cont... 

The Ad Hoc believes “standardization” by prescribing deck sizes, percent of allowable 
porches, loggias etc., placement of homes, and interior plate heights will add clarity and 
objectivity resulting in less subjectivity. The problem is that lots in Del Mar are not standard 
and, therefore, you can’t use standardized criteria. In addition, these Guidelines are not 
binding but are subject to interpretation. Therefore, given how the Guidelines are to be used 
by The Design Review Board, the Design Guidelines will cause more issues and problems as 
there are more elements to interpret, leading to more subjectivity by the Design Review Board 
and uncertainty.”

“The Design Guidelines do nothing to address the issue of subjectivity, inconsistency and 
uncertainty in the current process. The existing ordinances have enough safeguards to 
achieve the goal of the DRO. There is no need for additional restrictions that will work against 
the goal of the DRO. What is needed is a means to create a more objective and equitable 
process that will lead to more certainty and predictability. We suggest that the Ad Hoc 
carefully review the design review process. While changes in the Citizen Community Process 
may help, there are other elements of the DRO and design review process that need to be 
addressed to solve the problems that currently exist.”
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SO WHERE DO WE GO FROM THE “TWEAKING”?
Over 2 ½ years ago five residents (K.Popovich, B.Emerson, D.Druker, H.Feder, E. Haviland) spoke 
about concerns of “very, very large homes”, “mansionization” and “huge, bulky, massive homes”. 
In response, Council Member Terry Sinnott said it may be appropriate to look at the design review 
process and perhaps “tweak” it. And so the process started.
A significant amount of time has been spent by the Ad Hoc committee volunteers, City staff has spent 
hundreds of hours (62 hours originally budgeted) and the City has spent $100,000-120,000 for a 
consultant to develop the Design Guidelines. So the idea of a “tweak” became an overhaul – only in 
Del Mar!
The proposed Design Guidelines are not the answer. What the Ad Hoc needs to do is set aside 
Ad Hoc committee members’ agenda of adopting new policies that will shrink houses and outdoor 
living areas. Rather, the Ad Hoc needs to actually heed the input it has received from residents, the 
Planning Commission, Design Review Board and architectural firms regarding the broken design 
review process and problems with the lack of balance, objectivity, and equity.
A real “tweak” would better define terms such as “unreasonable”, “bulk and mass”, “scale” which 
are used throughout the Design Review Ordinance so DRB decisions rely less on personal viewpoint 
and interpretation, and instead on actual architectural understanding and integrity. A real “tweak” 
would make the process more objective, balanced and equitable for applicants and neighbors.
DRB must be better trained and have at least one sitting member with real experience as was 
suggested by 100% of professionals who spoke at the Ad Hoc workshop.
City Council must be held accountable for who they appoint to DRB and the Planning Commission. 
Too many qualified applicants are being disregarded in favor of other applicants who mimic the same 
viewpoint in a belief that limitations on building is the end goal versus a more balanced, equitable and 
objective process with better defined terms. If the goal was really to improve the process, this should 
be the focus.
The proposed Design Guidelines: http://www.delmar.ca.us/DocumentCenter/View/3279

HAVE YOUR VOICE HEARD Monday, November 6th
By coming to tonight’s City Council Meeting at 6:00 PM  

and filling out a speaker slip or

sending in a Red Dot by 12:00 Noon to the City Clerk & City Council Members
Please click on these links or copy and paste those addresses.
Send email to Del Mar City Clerk & Council Members: cityclerk@delmar.ca.us; sparks@
delmar.ca.us; tsinnott@delmar.ca.us; dworden@delmar.ca.us; ddruker@delmar.ca.us; 
ehaviland@delmar.ca.us;

 

Editorial Staff, Volunteers of MDF

 

Give us your feedback at info@forwarddelmar.com
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